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JUDICIAL PROPOSAL
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1971

This is a reprint of a special reprimand which was included in the Albany Student Press (ASP) of November 16, 1971. This special reprimand is provided through the Student Government Committee for reprimands for violations of the university's code of student conduct. The proposal, submitted by the Student Government Committee on November 16, 1971, is a reprimand for violations of the university's code of student conduct.

The proposal includes the following sections:

1. Admonishment
2. Suspension
3. Expulsion

Each section includes criteria for the specific sanction, conditions for reinstatement, and the process for appealing the decision.

This proposal is intended to provide a framework for addressing cases of violations of the university's code of student conduct. It is designed to be flexible and adaptable to different situations, with a focus on due process and fair treatment for all involved.
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Bond Urges New Activism

by David Shavit

Calling on students to forget the doctrine of "nonviolent resistance," Julian Bond urged a new kind of activism at a recent gathering of Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee members. "Freedom is an idea of the mind, and one can only dream about it," Bond said. "You have to take steps to make it happen."

Bond, speaking to a group of more than 200 students at the Free University of New York, said that the time has come for a new kind of activism that will focus on the "core issues of race," including poverty, education, and the economy. "We need a new kind of activism that will address the root causes of social and economic inequality," he said.

Bond urged the students to "think outside the box" and to be creative in their organizing. "We need to break down the barriers that keep us apart," he said. "We need to build bridges and find common ground." He said that the SNCC had a role to play in this effort, but that it would need to be "more flexible and more open" to new ideas and new people.

Bond also said that the SNCC had to be more concerned with the "long-term" effects of its work. "We can't just focus on the short-term gains," he said. "We have to think about the long-term impact of our work." He said that the SNCC had to be "more strategic" in its approach, and that it had to be "more willing to take risks."
by Dan Carlin
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The Continuing Saga of Promotion and
Appointments

by Milo Ostgarden

The system of Promotion and Controlling Appointments is one of the "deadbeats in the education business," according to Prof. Paul Wheeler, Chairman of the Committee on Promotion and Tenure. Many students, in agreement with Wheeler, believe that our students' voice in the system would be to increase the influence of student opinion on the administration.

Promotion and Tenure Appointments (also called teachers or full-term appointments) are appointments to faculty in the academic profession from the rank of Associate Professor and above. Appointments are recommended by the department, and approved by a Committee on Promotion and Tenure and by the Academic Council. The total number of appointments to faculty positions at the University is roughly 350, and is governed by the Guidelines Concerning Promotions in Rank and Controlling Appointments issued by the Academic Senate.

Dr. John S. Coffey, Chairman of the English Department, said that the student voice in the system is important, but not always perceived as such. "We have been very careful in the Guidelines Concerning Promotions in Rank and Controlling Appointments to make it clear that the Committee on Promotion and Tenure is responsible for the recommendation, and that the Academic Council will have the final say in the matter,” he said.

Dr. Coffey also emphasized that student opinion is taken very seriously. "We have been very careful in the Guidelines Concerning Promotions in Rank and Controlling Appointments to make it clear that the Committee on Promotion and Tenure is responsible for the recommendation, and that the Academic Council will have the final say in the matter,” he said.

Dr. Coffey also emphasized that student opinion is taken very seriously. "We have been very careful in the Guidelines Concerning Promotions in Rank and Controlling Appointments to make it clear that the Committee on Promotion and Tenure is responsible for the recommendation, and that the Academic Council will have the final say in the matter,” he said.
The Department of Business Administration and Public Accounting invites you to a double major open house at 3:30 P.M. on November 30, 1971, in the Assembly Hall. 

The Department of Psychology will host a lecture on the topic of psychology on November 30, 1971, at 7:30 P.M. in the Assembly Hall. 

For more information, contact Dr. J. Brown at 457-5275.

Theitten Learning Center will sponsor a lecture on the topic of education on November 30, 1971, at 7:30 P.M. in the Assembly Hall. 

For more information, contact Dr. J. Brown at 457-5275.

Attention Students: Thanksgiving Dinner will be served on November 23, 1971, at 6:00 P.M. in the Alumni Center. 

For more information, contact Dr. J. Brown at 457-5275.
**THE ASP SPORTS**

**Alumni Quad: Where Men Are Men**

**Bill Hulse**

The Great Dane football team has officially announced their team for the season, as Seneca Bengal announced that they will participate in the conference.

Albany history, 922, was Pace, the Danes Top Pace; Finish At .500

The Danes offensive, and the Danes defense put its third solid performance in a row. The defense, after allowing three touchdowns in the first half, held the Pace offense to just a field goal. The defense was especially strong in the second half, holding Pace to just 17 points after allowing them to score 21 in the first half.

The Danes defense also shut out the Pace offense, allowing them to score just three points in the game. The defense was led by senior linebacker Dave Ples and junior defensive back Tom Ryan, who combined for 10 tackles and two sacks.

The offense, led by senior quarterback Mike Moran and junior running back Mike Allen, also had a strong performance. Moran completed 18 of 29 passes for 260 yards and two touchdowns, while Allen rushed for 173 yards and three touchdowns on 27 carries.
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A Saturday Evening of Ideal Love

by Michele Ann Kastner

COURAGEOUS perhaps, are attracted to the brightly-lit scenes on pillars draw us to the Lecture Centers yellow, and blue sloppily written rexographed signs Perform ing Arts Center (contrasting sharply with the Saturday night darkness of the Library at enough at first sexual encounter of a young man and woman, succeed because it was in too much of a middle theatrically without falling prey to poor taste or the

Title "Pornographic Play" served as ample
text. At the conclusion of this one-act play, the Saturday night was glorified (screaming). It was the willful door with a mind of its own which chooses or refusing to open, or flinging itself ajor at the slightest touch, with Emily's forgetting to take her pill). But I recall Robin Sagon and entered almost reluctantly, yet brightened to the music the

During the time Gray and Emily are "screwing" (Gray's term), I also see this play as male chauvinistic in the way the character of Emily is portrayed. This was suitable to the title "Pornographic Play" served as ample
text. At the conclusion of this one-act play, the Saturday night was glorified (screaming). It was the willful door with a mind of its own which chooses or refusing to open, or flinging itself ajor at the slightest touch, with Emily's forgetting to take her pill). But I recall Robin Sagon and entered almost reluctantly, yet brightened to the music the